Feedback from sending and receiving country

CEDR Exchange Programme - Feedback

1) Exchange candidate (name and country):

2) Receiving country

3) Overall, how satisfied were you with the exchange?

4) Which elements would you like to highlight as positive? Please describe:

5) Were there issues/challenges/difficulties? If yes, please describe:
6) How satisfied were you with the social inclusion of the exchange candidate?

7) How satisfied were you with the professional effort of the exchange candidate?

8) How satisfied were you with your own effort to help the exchange candidate to thrive and to perform?

9) Only receiving Country: Did the exchange candidate add value to the company/project/development of a professional field/other?
   - Yes
   - No
   - Unclear

10) Please elaborate

11) Only sending country - Did the exchange candidate bring back new experiences, skills or other input to his/her or your organizational development?
   - Yes
   - No
   - Unclear

12) Please elaborate
13) How do you assess your effort concerning administrative and practical aspects concerning the exchange?

14) To what degree does your effort balance the added value as far as you can see?

15) Finally, is there anything else you would like to add?